
The Final Hash. Easy No Hills 
Trash 883, 23rd November 2019, Hare - Babalas & Muff Diver, GM - Crive.  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“Babalas" An early photo, ma took of 

me when I returned from the Siege of 

Mafeking in 1901. “We play rugby  quite 

good, so in a  hundred years time maybe 

we can beat the Rooineks (Poms).

Bells & My Ding-A-Ling
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SPRINGBOK WITH A SNIFF OF MUFFDIVER.
It was a swansong for the big Vortrekker on Saturday and what a turnout, the best part of 60 true 

believers rolled up to the rubber plantation in the general area of Namuang/Taling Nahm. With a pair 
of visiting Hashers from Chiang Mai and a brace of Swiss virgins. We all hung on every word of the 

detailed instructions before heading off to thread our way through the manicured plantation and 
onwards to look for whatever paper was strategically placed plus the cunningly laid checks and split 

sign…..  The excitement was electric and it wasn’t long before we stumbled on the first of the checks. 
Today the participants were going by the book with no checkhangers. The three available pathways 
from the check each receiving careful attention. A couple of “Cocktails” were called before we heard 
the magic ON ON  and the route continued. Personally I never saw the split sign but judging by the 
trail and terrain I was pretty sure I and my sidekicks were on the the Rambo trail. After encountering 
one of the promised buffaloes and another 3 or 4 Checks we turned the corner and the Laager site 

and aroma of the Pisstruck couldn’t be far off. Sure enough we heard the plaintiff tones of Down Early 
yelling ON IN as she had apparently spotted the vehicles and so was last seen sprinting into the 
distance. As for the rest of us we carried on keeping to the paper and came upon the Wankers 

waddling and blethering along completely oblivious to everything.
Further down the track we came across the sorry sight of Frog’s Legs sprawled on the ground after 
stumbling whilst attempting to outrun a soi dog, she was being attended to by Medic/ Hash Flash for 

the day Masterbates and hubby Escargot and Tangerine Man.
Another 1.5 km. and we came over the hill to the welcome sight of base camp and within 15 minutes 

all were accounted for including the tumbling Madamoiselle who with Escargot tootled off as she didn’t 
fancy the donning of the Bunnet, word reached us that despite her coming to grief the hardy gal is 

none the worse for wear, look forward to seeing you soon.
When the poo yings had chomped their som tam and what ever else, our Grand Mufti got things 
underway by inviting the Hare and his assistant front and centre to receive the adulation of the 
assemblage, there was very little in the way of negativity so Babalas can declare himself the 

undefeated Hare of KSH3.
There was a collection of criminals and rapscallions dragged in by snitchers Masterbates for Rambos 

and Emu Plucker for the Wankers and all took their medicine with dignity.
Returners were assistant Hare Muffdiver fresh from a mammoth motor bike journey half way up Mount 
Everest, Canada Dry. Bags and Honey Trap, Comic Strip and Strollin Bones, Snitch Emu Plucker and 
Trailer Trash all glad to be back in the fold, while visitors Taste my Buns and Brown Finger had a great 

time as did Michael and Isobel from near Zurich. Batesy boy who was flasher of the day got some 
good camera angles from the chilly willy bucket after some foul language and Ooh La La had her 
coiffure contaminated by the Hash Crash Bunnet as stand in Crasher for Frog’s Legs, she being 

French.
The departing Afrikaners then stepped up to announce a very welcome assortment of munchies to 

help soak up the amber nectar after which Dykefinger informed us that his offering for the 30th will be 
in an area not too far from this week’s spectacular, full details will be forthcoming so keep tuned in.

There being nothing else of importance, the buckets were tipped over and the Circle was 
closed for social drinking and super scran.

ON ON,
TRASHER
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